
 
 

 

AWAKENING THE BREATHING SPACE 

The BASE - A Centre for Yoga Arts and Nature 
 

 

 

Immersion in Yoga 

22nd July to 4th August 2018 

Intensive practice sessions – Asanas and Pranayama 

Sound – Vedic chanting and Indian musical notes 

Reflections on Yoga - Communicating with the nature 

With Varun Aiyer 

 

For more Information write to yoga@sriram.de 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

Fees: € 900.- (Rs. 70,000) 

includes all lessons + boarding + lodging  

Transfer to / from Madurai airport 

Max: 12 participants (1 scholarship available) 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Our bodies are our windows into appearance and yet we truly are made of so 
much more than the manners in which our bodies appear. Does not your body 
have a heart and a mind of its own? What magic can one's breath reveal? How do 
we find a way of listening to the body- mind? Is there an inner intelligence that 
unlocks our observation(s), our imagination(s) and transforms us? Discover the 
beauty of working with a Yoga practice, trusting your own judgement and 
aesthetic along the way. At that wondrous point where one's practice begins to 
flower, rise remarkable questions about sound turning into music, living 
transforming into perpetual learning, an intelligence for time and space 
conjuring the search for timeless truths.  
 

 
 

Varun Aiyer 

Professional – yoga philosophy drama music education 
 

Varun Aiyer has been involved with theatre & Yoga practice and education for almost a decade- and- 
a- half. Having worked with various theatre groups primarily based in Chennai he has had the 
opportunity to travel to different parts of the country with professional productions staged at various 
festivals. Trained and certified in Physics, Yoga, Sitar and Performance- making, he attempts to enrich 
his work in an interdisciplinary manner. His endeavour towards continual research and study of myriad 
subjects of his personal interest is ongoing. He has experienced work as full- time educator- learner at 
The School, KFI, Chennai for several years and as part- time resource faculty at a number of 
mainstream, alternative and special schools in the city. His work interest in inner- process facilitation 
has taken him to a variety of colleges and corporate houses based in Chennai and other parts of the 
country. A recipient of the Ministry of Culture, Govt. of India scholarship for research, travel & 
performance, he was a scholar at National School of Drama, New Delhi, for three years. He has lent 
narrative voice for documentaries, performed in short films screened in Film- festival circuits, written & 
reviewed articles on Performance Philosophy and participated in residencies that delve into 
transdisciplinary work moving between Art, Philosophy, Music and Ecology.  


